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1.  Introduction 
This document describes the architecture of the catalogue synchronization system, the library tools 

that were developed to implement it, and the specifications of the messaging-based communication 
protocol that supports it. 
Also some of the most important technical details about the prototype integration with DPM/LFC 

are described. The purpose of these details is to ease the comprehension of the system in order to 
integrate it with other systems with the least effort. 
 
1.1.  System Architecture 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Figure 1 - A simplification of the system's architecture 

 
 
 
 
Figure 1 shows a simplification of the architecture of this subsystem. In general terms, all the 

involved entities (i.e. the catalogues, eventually experiment-specific or embedded in some other 
system like DCache) connect to a structure of message brokers, thus being able to exchange real 
time messages that keep the information synchronized. 
An example is when the access permissions of a file are updated in the LFC central catalogue. The 

peripheric SEs will get a notification that they will be able to use to fix the permission of that file in 
their metadata information. 
Another important example deals with file loss at a peripheric site. In this case the SE may send the 

appropriate information to the interested entities, which can mark that file as not available at the site 
that sent the notification. 
The sending of a message may be automatized (i.e. the subsystem has embedded code that triggers 

a message sending) or manual, through a simple command line interface. 
In this project, we suppose that the broker infrastructure will be able to handle the number of 

clients that will need to exchange the synchronization messages. This result will depend on the 
quality of the implementation of the brokers and on the deployment of a sufficiently powerful 
infrastructure. 
 
2.  Wire protocol and libraries 
 
As agreed with the infrastructure area of EMI, the primary objective of this specification is to 

define a system that works with the current broker infrastructure, without using features that are 
product-specific, i.e. not available in a generic message broker. Such product-specific features, in 
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fact could pose problems for example in the case of different product choices in the main 
infrastructure. Actually, the brokers in the EMI infrastructure run Apache ActiveMQ. 
 
2.1.  Wire protocol 
 
 By default the SEMsg library is configured in order to use the Openwire protocol for its data 

exchange with the brokers. This can be changed in the runtime configuration, by specifying a 
different protocol in the URI of the broker to connect to. 
 Even if the recommended wire protocol to use for this catalogue synchronization subsystem is 

Openwire, other developer groups may prefer to implement their own messaging clients using the 
technology and the protocol that they prefer. 
With respect to this, we indicate here two discussion threads related to using the STOMP protocol 

with the message structure used by SEMsg. These discussions contain the technical information 
needed to perform such a task: 
 
http://activemq.2283324.n4.nabble.com/Does-the-Stomp-adapter-support-MapMessage-

td2353840.html 
 
http://activemq.2283324.n4.nabble.com/MapMessages-from-Python-to-Java-td2367186.html 
 
 
 
3.  Application protocol 
The messages exchanged with the brokers have a very simple header-body structure. All the 

information put in a message’s header or body is a set of couples <tag, value>, where <tag> is a 
string that identifies the name of the entry (e.g. “Filename”), and <value> is the value associated to 
it. For ease of expression, we often refer to this couple <tag, value> as a field. 
 
In order to keep the maximum simplicity, <value> can be a value belonging to just a few types, i.e. 

string, 32-bit integer (long) and 64-bit integer (long long). Each <value> associated to a <tag> 
belongs only to one data type, indicated in this reference. 
In the following sections we describe the details of the content of the various messages sent by the 

application. Where applicable, the name of the constant as defined in the main protocol-related 
include file (SEMsgProtoDefs.hh) is indicated.  
 
The suffix chosen for the constants’ names tell us, just for convenience, the type of the 

corresponding value, according to the following table: 
 

Suffix C type ActiveMQ (JMS) type 
S string String 
L long Int 
LL long long Long 
 
 
 
 



 

 

3.1.  General header content 
 
The following table contains the fields of the message header that are used in this Catalogue 

Consistency framework: 
 

Name of the constant Tag Value type Remarks 
PROTO_MAJOR_NAME Proto_Major String  
PROTO_MINOR_NAME Proto_Minor String  
PROTO_PATCH_NAME Proto_Patch String  
PROTO_CMD_NAME Command String Identifies the kind of notification 

contained in this message 
PROTO_NENTRIES NEntries long Indicates if this message 

contains more than one 
notification (bulk messages) 

PROTO_SENDERDN SenderDN String The DN of the message sender 
 
The field tagged as PROTO_CMD_NAME identifies the message and tells which kind of 

notifications it contains. For instance, a notification about a file that is no longer available would 
contain a string value tagged as “Command” with value “FileNotAvailable”. The various 
notifications are described one by one in detail in the following sections. 
 
This specification does not enforce other developers to use or implement all the listed notifications 

in their systems. Hence, Storage Elements and Catalogues may give the corresponding features or 
not. Instead, notifications with semantics that are listed here must be implemented by following 
these guidelines about their content and structure. 
 
3.2.  Bulk messages 
A message may contain more than one notification, all of the same kind that is specified by its 

PROTO_CMD_NAME value. If it contains more than one, a message is normally called a “bulk 
message”. This feature works as follows: 
 
If the field PROTO_NENTRIES is absent, then the message contains only one notification. The 

fields that the message body shall contain are described in the following sections. 
 
If the field PROTO_NENTRIES is present, than we assume that the message contains more than 

one entry, up to a maximum of 1000. In this case, each field in the message body has its tags 
modified as <tag><number>, where <number> is a 4-digits base-10 integer padded with zeroes. The 
numeration starts from 1. 
 
If PROTO_NENTRIES exists, then the message must contain as many entries as advertised. If it 

happens that, erroneously, it contains more entries, only the first PROTO_NENTRIES will be 
processed. 
 
Example of a single notification: 
 

Tag Value 
“Command” “FileNotAvailable” 
“Filename” “/this/is/a/sitefn” 



 

 

 
Example of a bulk notification: 
 

Tag Value 
“Command” “FileNotAvailable” 
“NEntries” 2 
“Filename0001” “/this/is/a/sitefn” 
“Filename0002” “/this/is/another/sitefn” 
 
 
3.3.  Notification: AddReplica 
Notifies about the creation of a new replica. 
Direction: upstream 
 

Name of the constant Tag Value type Remarks 
PROTO_ADDREPLICA_LFN_S Lfn String  
PROTO_ADDREPLICA_GUID_S Guid String  
PROTO_ADDREPLICA_MODE_L Mode Long  
PROTO_ADDREPLICA_SIZE_LL Size Long long  
PROTO_ADDREPLICA_CSUMTYPE_S Csumtype String  
PROTO_ADDREPLICA_CSUMVALUE_S Csumvalue String  
PROTO_ADDREPLICA_SERVER_S Server String  
PROTO_ADDREPLICA_SFN_S Sfn String  
PROTO_ADDREPLICA_STATUS_S Status String  
PROTO_ADDREPLICA_F_TYPE_S F_type String  
PROTO_ADDREPLICA_POOLNAME_S Poolname String  
PROTO_ADDREPLICA_FS_S Fs String  
 
Where: 
If the lfn is already registered, the guid is optional and only the replica is added (after checking that 

filesize and possibly checksum match). If the lfn is not registered yet, the guid is mandatory. The lfn 
and the replica get registered. 
 
Lfn  is the Logical File Name this replica belongs to. If it does not exist it will be created. 
Guid  specifies the Grid Unique IDentifier. 
Server is either the Storage Element fully qualified hostname or the disk server. 
Sfn  is either the Site URL or the Physical File Name for the replica. 
Status  can be set to 

- file is available 
P file is being populated 
D      file is being deleted. 

 
F_type may be one of the following: 

V Volatile 
D Durable 
P Permanent. 

 
Poolname specifies the disk pool name (this argument is only meaningful for the Disk Pool 

Manager). 



 

 

 
Fs  specifies the mount point of the dedicated filesystem (this argument is only 

meaningful for the Disk Pool Manager). 
 
3.4.  Notification: Chmod 
Notifies a change in the UNIX file permissions 
Direction: downstream 
 

Name of the constant Tag Value type Remarks 
PROTO_CHMOD_FILENAME_S Filename String A site filename, in the 

form that is recognizable 
by the receiver (e.g. that 
matches the 
corresponding DPM 
entry) 

PROTO_CHMOD_UNIXPERM_L Unixperm Long  
 
3.5.  Notification: Chown 
Notifies a change in the UNIX ownership 
Direction: downstream 
 

Name of the constant Tag Value type Remarks 
PROTO_CHOWN_FILENAME_S Filename String A site filename, in the 

form that is recognizable 
by the receiver (e.g. that 
matches the 
corresponding DPM 
entry) 

PROTO_CHOWN_USERNAME_S Username String  
PROTO_CHOWN_GROUPNAME_S Groupname String  
 
3.1.  Notification: FileAvailable 
Notifies about the availability of a file 
Direction: upstream 
 

Name of the constant Tag Value type Remarks 
PROTO_FILEAVAILABLE_FILENAME_S Filename String A site filename, in the 

form that is 
recognizable by the 
receiver (e.g. that 
matches the 
corresponding LFC 
entry) 

 
3.1.  Notification: FileDeleted 
Notifies about the performed deletion of the replica of a file 
Direction: upstream 
 

Name of the constant Tag Value type Remarks 
PROTO_FILEDELETED_FILENAME_S Filename String A site filename, in the 

form that is 



 

 

recognizable by the 
receiver (e.g. that 
matches the 
corresponding LFC 
entry) 

 
 
3.2.  Notification: FileNotAvailable 
Notifies about the non-availability of a file 
Direction: upstream 
 

Name of the constant Tag Value type Remarks 
PROTO_FILENOTAVAILABLE_FILENAME_S Filename String A site filename, in the 

form that is 
recognizable by the 
receiver (e.g. that 
matches the 
corresponding LFC 
entry) 

 
3.3.  Notification: SetACL 
Propagates information about the ACL of a file 
Direction: downstream 
 

Name of the constant Tag Value type Remarks 
PROTO_SETACL_FILENAME_S Filename String A site filename, in the 

form that is recognizable 
by the receiver (e.g. that 
matches the 
corresponding DPM 
entry) 

PROTO_CHOWN_ACLENTRIES_S ACLEntries String POSIX ACL in short text 
form (see ‘man acl’ and 
IEEE 1003.1e draft 17 for 
details) 

 
 
3.4.  Security 

 
 The security in the Catalogue Synchronization framework is based on X509 certificates, handled 

through invocations of the OpenSSL libraries. 
 In this description we distinguish between two aspects of security, described in the following 

sections: communication security and message content security. In this section we describe the 
design guidelines and the general specification, with the purpose of allowing other developers to 
design systems that can interoperate with SEMsg. For the description of the security-related items in 
the configuration of SEMsg, we refer to section 4.2. 
 

3.4.1.  Communication security 
 



 

 

With “Communication security” we refer to the characteristics of the connections of message 
producers and consumers to the broker network. This connection can be an SSL connection or a 
normal TCP one, as described in the documentation of the ActiveMQ message brokers and of their 
client libraries. 
 
When using SSL connections, all the data traffic between the clients having it enabled and the 

brokers is automatically encrypted.  
The SSL connection to the brokers can be enabled or disabled (default). In order to enable it in 

SEMsg, one has to specify in the configuration files correct values for the following parameters: 
 
trustStore 
trustStorePassword 
keyStore 
keyStorePassword 
 
and then specify an “ssl:” URI to connect to the brokers. These parameters are used in the main 

messaging libraries implementations, and are something like a de-facto standard for JMS. Of course 
the brokers must be configured in order to support this kind of connections. 
 
These parameters (described in Section 4.2) are then used by the messaging libraries in order to 

establish a secured connection. In the case of the ActiveMQ-cpp library, it’s this library that uses 
them in a transparent way. 
  
When using SSL connections, several solutions that enhance the security of the broker 

infrastructure become possible. A typical example of such a solution could be for instance allowing 
only connections secured through SSL to the topics/queues involved in a particular deployment of 
the Catalogue Synchronization tools. This document is not supposed to analyze these topics in depth, 
since these aspects are more related to the broker infrastructure than to an application that uses it. Of 
course, a real-world deployment of any application should consider these aspects. 
 
It’s very important to highlight the fact that enabling the SSL communication security does not 

guarantee to a message consumer that the content of a message has not been changed or spoofed. 
These aspects are covered in the next paragraph. 
 

3.4.2.  Message content security 
 
With “Message content security” we refer to the ability to guarantee (in the limits of the current 

characteristics of X509) that the content of a delivered message is not different from the content of 
the message when it was sent. This includes the information about the sender. 
 
Being able to certify the sender of a message is a building block that can be used in future 

enhancements of this application. Future enhancements will also include the ability to restrict the 
senders that are trusted by a message consumer, by means of a “whitelist”.  
 
The message content security is accomplished through the following steps: 



 

 

- the public part of the sender certificate is made known to the interested message consumers. In 
the current alpha release of SEMsg this is accomplished by inserting it into every message that 
is sent. 

- The relevant fields of the message (including the certificate, if present) are processed in order 
to create a digital signature, that is then inserted in the message. 

- A message consumer, once a signed message comes, has to verify the correctness of the 
signature against the content of the message, by using the public key of the sender. If any error 
arises during the verification (including its failure), the message has to be rejected. 

 
Technically, the message signature is the ASCII hex dump of a SHA1 signature computed by the 
message producer by using its own private key. In order to allow non-malicious transformations of 
the message in its path (e.g. a protocol transformation, which is a perfectly allowed and future-
proof practice, or adding fields), the buffer where to compute the signature is univocally 
constructed as follows: 

• All the fields inserted in the message body are collected in the form of couples (tag, value), 
where “tag” is the field name defined in the protocol. 

• The fields PROTO_CMD_NAME, PROTO_NENTRIES, PROTO_SENDERDN are taken 
from the header and collected as well. 

• These entries are then sorted by increasing tag value 
• The buffer where to compute the signature is built by concatenating all the resulting couples 

(tag, value), with no separations between them. 

 
A message consumer receiving such a signed message will then: 

• Extract the sender’s certificate and verify it against the trusted Certificate Authorities (CA) 
• Extract the public key of the sender from the sender’s certificate 
• Build the buffer to verify, in the same way that was already described for the sender 
• Verify the signature inserted in the message by the sender against the newly created buffer, 

using as key the public key of the message sender. 
• Reject the message if any of these steps fails. 

 
 
4.  The SEMsg library 
 
The SEMsg library implements and hides the specifics of the messaging technology, and provides 

a generic interface that is tailored to the «Catalogue synchronization» needs. The library provides, 
in a separated way, the functionalities of producer and consumer. This means that, although the 
library implements all the notifications, they are not dependent from each other. An application may 
use a subset of them, allowing different developer groups to decide which features they want to 
provide in their products. 
 
Thus, SEMsg gives the functionalities of: 

• an encapsulated sender of «Catalogue synchronization» notifications, through its C API 
• as a loader of plugins that implement the proper actions to be performed when a notification 

has to be sent 
• as a set of executables that may be invoked to send the corresponding notifications 



 

 

• as a loader of plugins that implement the proper actions to be performed when a “Catalogue 
synchronization” message comes. 

 
SEMsg is a fully multithreaded implementation that takes care of: 

• keeping the message consumer part always connected to the broker, also across broker restarts 
and network glitches 

• keeping the message producer connected to the broker when there are messages to send 
• organize in an internal queue the notifications to be sent 
• asynchronously gather similar notifications in the queue into “bulk messages”, containing 

many of them 
• asynchronously send the messages, with a retry mechanism that acts in the case of 

communication failures or broker restarts 

Figure 2 shows a diagram showing a simplification of the internal structure of SEMsg. 
 

 
 

 
The SEMsgdaemon executable that is provided is an implementation of a message consumer that 

uses this library by loading a plugin whose path is specified in the configuration file or in the 
command line. The default setup installs SEMsgdaemon in a production-ready fashion, including all 
the necessary startup scripts and configuration. The LFC/DPM prototype uses this daemon by 
configuring it in order to load LFC and DPM specific plugins. Other systems may be dispatched its 
notifications by just providing to SEMsgdaemon a suitable consumer plugin to load at runtime. 
 
The things were arranged in order to simplify at the maximum the creation of new plugins. For 

instance, a new plugin could implement the actions to be performed just by running external scripts. 
Of course this solution would not be very performant nor encapsulated, but it's a good example of 
versatility. 
 
The methods and functionalities natively support the «bulk» operations on sets of files, in the sense 

that similar notification requests may be automatically collected into a single one, that is sent to the 
brokers to be dispatched. 
 
4.1.  Used libraries 
 

 

Security 

LFC 
consumer 

plugin 

LFC 
producer 

plugin 

Producer API, e.g. 
NotifyChmod(sfn) 

NotifyNotAvailable(sfn) 

Figure 2 - Simplified structure of SEMsg, with two loaded plugins 



 

 

By now, there are several options for choosing an API that supports the desired protocol features. 
The purpose of this document is not to enforce one API or language over others, but to illustrate the 
choices we made for the prototype that uses the SEMsg library, so that others are able to build a 
system that is compatible. Other parties interested in instrumenting their SE implementations can 
choose the messaging API that they prefer (e.g. JMS, StomPy etc.), provided that their 
implementation follows the project's guidelines about message content, semantics and security.  
 
The prototype aims at interfacing LFC and DPM with the EMI brokers. LFC and DPM are written 

in C, nevertheless we chose to implement the high level features of the «Catalogue 
synchronization» framework into a generic and properly encapsulated C++-based library, which is 
not specific to DPM or LFC. As an add-on, a C wrapper allows an application written in C to use 
the functions, as this is the case for DPM/LFC. 
 
The libraries used come from the Apache Software Foundation: 

• Apr 1.4.23 
• Apr-util 1.3.10 
• Activemq-cpp 3.2.4 (latest stable release [Jan 2011]) 

 
Right now (Jan 2011), it seems that the version of the APR library that is shipped with the current 

builds of the Scientific Linux CERN Linux distribution is quite older than what's available in other 
modern distributions (e.g. Ubuntu). From the technical point of view regarding this work, this is not 
a major problem, since this implementation can build versus a set of libraries that was installed in 
any directory other than the system's one in the case it's obsolete. For the time being, in order to 
avoid such problems, SEMsg was configured in order to link statically with its external 
dependencies. 
 
4.2.  Configuration file 
 
SEMsg and the tools built on it may refer to a configuration file in order to get their functioning 

parameters. An example of a configuration file can be found in the path 
/opt/lcg/etc/SEMsgConfig_lfc.cf.tmpl 
This section describes the parameters that are not plugin-specific. For the parameters that are 

specific to a particular plugin, we refer to the configuration of that plugin. 
 
The configuration file is a set of tokens having the form: 
 
<tag>:<value> 
 
Where <tag> mentions an internal parameter, while <value> is the value that has to be assigned to 

it. 
 
The configuration file syntax supports the environment variable substitution in the values, by using 

the syntax ${env_var_name}. 
 
For ease of maintenance, the configuration file is subdivided into sections, respectively: 
- Consumer daemon 



 

 

- Producer API 
- Low level producer 
 
What follows is the documentation of the available parameters. 

4.2.1.  consd.brokerURI 
The URI used by SEMsgdaemon to connect to the brokers. The format and all the available options 

are described in the ActiveMQ documentation. 
 
Example: consd.brokerURI: tcp://gridmsg002.cern.ch:6166 
This value specifies one of the EMI test brokers. For a production usage, the URI of a production 

broker should be specified instead. 
 

4.2.2.  consd.cert 
The file containing the public host certificate of this machine, in PEM format. This identity will be 

communicated to the other message consumers. 
 
Example: consd.cert: /etc/grid-security/dpmmgr/dpmcert.pem 
 

4.2.3.  consd.certkey 
The file containing the private key of the host certificate of this machine, in PEM format. 
 
Example: consd.certkey: /etc/grid-security/dpmmgr/dpmkey.pem 
 

4.2.4.  consd.CAdir 
The directory where the root certificates have been installed, in the file-hash PEM format. 
 
Example: consd.CAdir: /etc/grid-security/certificates 

 
4.2.5.  consd.consplugin 

The absolute path name of the consumer plugin that SEMsgdaemon should load during the 
initialization. 
 
Example: 
consd.consplugin: 
${SEMSGPFXDIR}/${SEMSGLIBDIR}/libSEMsgConsumer_lfc.so 
 
In this example we use the environment variable substitution. The two used variables are defined 

by default in /etc/sysconfig/SEMsgdaemon 
 

4.2.6.  consd.debug 
Specifies the verbosity of the logging of SEMsgdaemon, that is output using syslog. Valid values 

are from 1 to 10 
 
Example: 
consd.debug: 1 
 



 

 

 
4.2.7.  consd.queue 

The topic SEMsgdaemon reads messages from, in the case a topic is used for this purpose. 
 
Example: 
consd.queue: Consumer.testDPNS1.SEMsg_upstream 
 
Note: specifying both a topic and a queue is an error. 
 

4.2.8.  consd.trustStore 
The name of a file containing CA certificates in PEM format, to be fed to the consumer daemon. 

More than one certificate may be contained in this file. 
This parameter is exclusively used by the ActiveMQ-cpp library to connect to the brokers using 

SSL. 
 
Example: 
consd.trustStore: /etc/grid-security/myCACerts.pem 
 
 

4.2.9.  consd.trustStorePassword 
The password needed to use the trustStore file. This parameter is exclusively used by the 

ActiveMQ-cpp library to connect to the brokers using SSL. 
 
Example: 
consd.trustStorePassword: mysecretpwd 

 
 

4.2.10.  consd.keyStore 
The name of a file containing the consumer daemon’s certificate in PEM format. 
This parameter is exclusively used by the ActiveMQ-cpp library to connect to the brokers using 

SSL. 
 
Example: 
consd.keyStore: /etc/grid-security/myfullcert.pem 
 
 

4.2.11.  consd.keyStorePassword 
The password needed to use the keyStore file. This parameter is exclusively used by the 

ActiveMQ-cpp library to connect to the brokers using SSL. 
 
Example: 
consd.keyStorePassword: myultrasecretpwd 

 
 

4.2.12.  consd.topic 
The topic SEMsgdaemon reads messages from, in the case a topic is used for this purpose. 



 

 

 
Example: 
consd.topic: SEMsg_upstream 
 
Note: specifying both a topic and a queue is an error. 
 

4.2.13.  prodapi.brokerURI 
The URI used by the producer API to connect to the brokers, if a different URI was not specified in 

the API itself. The format and all the available options are described in the ActiveMQ documentation. 
 
Example: prodapi.brokerURI: tcp://gridmsg002.cern.ch:6166 
This value specifies one of the EMI test brokers. For a production usage, the URI of a production 

broker should be specified instead. 
 

4.2.14.  prodapi.cert 
The file containing the public host certificate of this machine, in PEM format. This identity will be 

communicated to the other message consumers. 
 
Example: prodapi.cert: ${X509_USER_CERT} 
 

4.2.15.  prodapi.certkey 
The file containing the private key of the host certificate of this machine, in PEM format. 
 
Example: prodapi.certkey: ${X509_USER_KEY} 
 

4.2.16.  prodapi.CAdir 
The directory where the root certificates have been installed, in the file-hash PEM format. 
 
Example: prodapi.CAdir: /etc/grid-security/certificates 

 
4.2.17.  prodapi.debug 

Specifies the verbosity of the logging of the producer API, that is output using syslog. Valid values 
are from 1 to 10 
 
Example: 
prodapi.debug: 1 
 
 
 

4.2.18.  prodapi.queue 
The queue the producer API sends messages to, in the case a queue is used for this purpose. Used 

if a different queue was not specified in the API initialization. 
 
Example: 
prodapi.queue: SEMsg_downstream 
 



 

 

Note: specifying both a topic and a queue is an error. 
 

4.2.19.  prodapi.topic 
The topic the producer API sends messages to, in the case a topic is used for this purpose. Used if a 

different topic was not specified in the API initialization. 
 
Example: 
prodapi.topic: SEMsg_downstream 
 
Note: specifying both a topic and a queue is an error. 
 

4.2.20.  prodapi.prodplugin 
The absolute path name of the producer plugin that the producer API should load during the 

initialization. 
 
Example: 
consd.prodplugin: 
${SEMSGPFXDIR}/${SEMSGLIBDIR}/libSEMsgProducer_lfc.so 
 
In this example we use the environment variable substitution. The two used variables are defined 

by default in /etc/sysconfig/SEMsgdaemon 
 
 

4.2.21.  prodapi.trustStore 
The name of a file containing CA certificates in PEM format, to be fed to the internal message 

producer. More than one certificate may be contained in this file. 
This parameter is exclusively used by the ActiveMQ-cpp library to connect to the brokers using 

SSL. 
 
Example: 
prodapi.trustStore: /etc/grid-security/myCACerts.pem 
 
 

4.2.22.  prodapi.trustStorePassword 
The password needed to use the trustStore file. This parameter is exclusively used by the 

ActiveMQ-cpp library to connect to the brokers using SSL. 
 
Example: 
prodapi.trustStorePassword: mysecretpwd 

 
 

4.2.23.  prodapi.keyStore 
The name of a file containing the message producer’s certificate in PEM format. 
This parameter is exclusively used by the ActiveMQ-cpp library to connect to the brokers using 

SSL. 
 



 

 

Example: 
prodapi.keyStore: /etc/grid-security/myfullcert.pem 
 
 

4.2.24.  prodapi.keyStorePassword 
The password needed to use the keyStore file. This parameter is exclusively used by the 

ActiveMQ-cpp library to connect to the brokers using SSL. 
 
Example: 
prodapi.keyStorePassword: myultrasecretpwd 

 
 
 
4.3.  Producer API 
The producer API is a simple C API that can be used by a process to send messages through 

SEMsg. An application willing to send messages efficiently through SEMsg has only to use the 
provided include file, link with the libSEMsgConnector_C static library and use the functions 
described here. Linking with this library does not bring additional dependencies at build time, since 
it acts as a runtime plugin loader.  
 
The parameters of the functions (except for the ones dealing with initialization/termination) are the 

content of the corresponding messages, already described. 
 
Synopsis: 
 
# include “MsgProducerCAPI.h” 
 
int MsgProd_Init(char *brokerURI, char *topicorqueue, int istopicorqueue, char 
*pluginname, int debuglevel); 
 
void MsgProd_Terminate(); 
 
int MsgProd_NotifyNotAvailable(char *filename); 
int MsgProd_NotifyAvailable(char *filename); 
int MsgProd_NotifyChmod(char *filename, int perm); 
int MsgProd_NotifyChown(char *filename, char *username, char *groupname); 
int MsgProd_NotifyDeleted(char *filename); 
int MsgProd_NotifySetACL(char *filename, char *acl); 
int MsgProd_NotifyAddReplica(char      *lfn, 
                             char      *guid, 
                             int        mode, 
                             long long  size, 
                             char      *csumtype, 
                             char      *csumvalue, 
                             char      *server, 
                             char      *sfn, 
                             char      *status, 
                             char      *f_type, 
                             char      *poolname, 
                             char      *fs); 
 
int MsgProd_CanNotifyNotAvailable(); 



 

 

int MsgProd_CanNotifyAvailable(); 
int MsgProd_CanNotifyChmod(); 
int MsgProd_CanNotifyChown(); 
int MsgProd_CanNotifyDeleted(); 
int MsgProd_CanNotifySetACL(); 
int MsgProd_CanNotifyAddReplica(); 
 
 
Description: 
 
MsgProd_Init(char *brokerURI, char *topicorqueue, int istopicorqueue, char 
*pluginname, int debuglevel); 
Initializes the message producer with the supplied parameters: 
 

brokerURI is the URI of the broker to connect to 
topicorqueue is the name of the topic or queue to send messages to 
istopicorqueue is nonzero if topicorqueue has to be interpreted as a topic name 

  it’s 0 if topicorqueue has to be interpreted as a queue name 
pluginname is the absolute path of the producer plugin to load. If set to NULL, then the 

default plugin (which just passes the messages as they are) will be used 
debuglevel is the logging verbosity to be used in the message producer. Valid values are 

from 0 to 10. 
 
 
MsgProd_Terminate(); 
Shutdown the message producer. It will not be possible anymore to use it. 
 
MsgProd_CanNotifyXXXX(); 
These functions return nonzero (true) if the following conditions are true: 
- the producer plugin was successfully loaded and the message producer was correctly 

initialized 
- the producer plugin supports sending for this particular notification 
- the producer plugin was configured to allow sending this particular notification (where 

applicable, not all the producer plugin may support per-notification configurations) 
 

4.4.  Writing a consumer plugin 
A consumer plugin is a shared library that contains a subclass of the class SEMsgConsumer. This 

subclass should override the methods with signatures onMessage* that it wants to implement. 
As runtime dependency, the new plugin shall be dynamically linked with libSEMsgConnector. 
 
In order to be loaded by the SEMsg plugin manager, the new plugin library has also to include its 

implementation of the function named GetSEMsgConsumer, that is used as a hook. 
 
 
 

4.4.1.  Example: the LFC consumer plugin 
What follows is, as a simple example, the current interface of the LFC consumer plugin. We can 

see that only the two events related with the Dec 2010 demonstrator are overridden here. 
 



 

 

#ifndef SEMSGCONSUMERLFC_HH 
#define SEMSGCONSUMERLFC_HH 
 
/* SEMsgConsumer_lfc 
 * A plugin that feeds lfc with 
 * app-level notifications. 
 * 
 * 
 * by Fabrizio Furano, CERN, Nov 2010 
 */ 
 
#include "../SEMsgConsumer.hh" 
 
 
 
// Subclass that overrides the events with lfc-specific calls 
class SEMsgConsumer_lfc: public SEMsgConsumer { 
public: 
 
   SEMsgConsumer_lfc( const std::string& brokerURI, 
                      const std::string& destname, 
                      bool useTopic = false, 
                      bool sessionTransacted = false ): 
      SEMsgConsumer(brokerURI, destname, useTopic, sessionTransacted) {  }; 
 
   // These do what they say 
   virtual void onMessageChmod( const cms::MapMessage* m ); 
   virtual void onMessageFileNotAvailable( const cms::MapMessage* m ); 
 
 
}; 
 
 
#endif 
 
 
What follows is the implementation of the hook function in the case of the LFC consumer plugin. 

It just creates an instance of the right subclass and returns it. 
 
 
//---------------------------- 
// The hook function to get an instance of the class 
//  when the plugin is loaded 
//---------------------------- 
 
extern "C" SEMsgConsumer *GetSEMsgConsumer(GetSEMsgConsumerArgs) 
{ 
   return (SEMsgConsumer *)new SEMsgConsumer_lfc(brokerURI, destname, useTopic, 
sessionTransacted); 
} 
 
 
4.5.  Writing a producer plugin 
A producer plugin has to be provided if the flow of the outgoing messages has to be filtered or 

translated. In the case of the LFC, the lfcdaemon only sends single notifications, related to logical 



 

 

file names. The LFC producer plugin processes these notification requests and sends one 
notification for each known replica of that logical file name. 
 
A producer plugin is a shared library that contains a subclass of the class SEMsgProducer. This 

subclass is supposed override the methods with signatures Notify* and CanNotify* that it wants to 
implement. 
As runtime dependency, the new plugin shall be dynamically linked with libSEMsgConnector. 
 
In order to be loaded by the SEMsg plugin manager, the new plugin library has also to include its 

implementation of the function named GetSEMsgProducer, that is used as a hook. 
 

4.5.1.  Example: the LFC producer plugin 
 
What follows is, as a simple example, an interface of the preliminary version of the LFC producer 

plugin. We can see that only the events related with the Dec 2010 demonstrator are overridden here. 
 
 
 
 
#ifndef SEMSGPRODUCERLFC_HH 
#define SEMSGPRODUCERLFC_HH 
 
/* SEMsgProducer_lfc 
 * A plugin that applies lfc-specifics to message sending 
 * 
 * 
 * 
 * by Fabrizio Furano, CERN, Oct 2010 
 */ 
 
#include "../SEMsgProducer.hh" 
 
class SEMsgProducer_lfc : public SEMsgProducer { 
 
public: 
   SEMsgProducer_lfc( const std::string& brokerURI, 
                  const std::string& destname, 
                  bool useTopic = false, 
                  bool sessionTransacted = false ): 
      SEMsgProducer(brokerURI, destname, useTopic, sessionTransacted) {}; 
 
   // Some examples of useful messages to override with lfc-related processing 
   virtual int NotifyChmod(char *filename, int perm); 
    
}; 
 
 
 
What follows is the implementation of the hook function in the case of the LFC producer plugin. It 

just creates an instance of the right subclass and returns it. 
 
 



 

 

//---------------------------- 
// The hook function to get an instance of the class 
//  when the plugin is loaded 
//---------------------------- 
 
extern "C" SEMsgProducer *GetSEMsgProducer(GetSEMsgProducerArgs) 
{ 
   return (SEMsgProducer *)new SEMsgProducer_lfc(brokerURI, destname, useTopic, 
sessionTransacted); 
} 
 
 
4.6.  Distributed plugins 
When SEMsg is built, it produces a set of plugins. The individual plugins are built and produced 

only if their individual dependencies are met. We give here a high level description of what each 
plugin does and of the parameters that it needs to find in the configuration file in order to work 
properly. 
 

4.6.1.  LFC producer 
The LFC producer plugin applies LFC-specific translations to the notifications that an LFC 

instance needs to send through the producer API. The content of the LFC producer plugin was 
crafted in order to reduce to a minimum the amount of code needed to instrument LFC. Hence, the 
information that the LFC passes to the SEMsg API is only related to single LFNs. The LFC 
producer plugin then translates each LFN into a list of SFNs to be inserted into the messages. 
In addition, the LFC producer plugin filters out the API invocations that an LFC would not have 

performed. 
 
The configuration parameters of the LFC producer plugin are shown in the following table: 
 

Directive Default value Meaning 
prodapi.lfcplugin.host localhost The LFC host that this plugin contacts 

to translate an LFN into a list of site-
specific SFNs 

prodapi.cert ${X509_USER_CERT} The path to the public certificate that 
will identify this process as a client of 
LFC. This is the same certificate that 
is generically used to initialize the 
message signing algorithms 

prodapi.certkey ${X509_USER_KEY} The path to the private key that is 
used to establish the communication 
with the LFC. This is the same key 
that is generically used to initialize 
the message signing algorithms. 

 
 

4.6.2.  LFC consumer 
The LFC consumer plugin associates invocations of the LFC API to the content of the incoming 

messages. 
 
The configuration parameters of the LFC producer plugin are shown in the following table: 
 



 

 

Directive Default value Meaning 
consd.lfcplugin.host localhost The LFC host that this plugin contacts 

to translate an LFN into a list of site-
specific SFNs 

consd.cert /etc/grid-security/lfcmgr/lfccert.pem The path to the public certificate that 
will identify this process as a client of 
LFC. This is the same certificate that 
is generically used to initialize the 
message signing algorithms 

consd.certkey /etc/grid-security/lfcmgr/lfckey.pem The path to the private key that is 
used to establish the communication 
with the LFC. This is the same key 
that is generically used to initialize 
the message signing algorithms. 

 
 

4.6.3.  DPM producer 
The DPM producer plugin applies DPM-specific translations to the notifications that a DPM head 

node needs to send through the producer API. The only processing that is needed is to filter out the 
API invocations that a DPM instance would not have performed. 
The DPM producer plugin does not take any configuration parameter. 
 

4.6.4.  DPM consumer 
The DPM consumer plugin associates invocations of the DPM API to the content of the incoming 

messages. 
 
 
The configuration parameters of the LFC producer plugin are shown in the following table: 
 

Directive Default value Meaning 
consd.dpmplugin.host localhost The DPM head node that this plugin 

contacts to translate an LFN into a list 
of site-specific SFNs 

consd.cert ${X509_USER_CERT} The path to the public certificate that 
will identify this process as a client of 
LFC. This is the same certificate that 
is generically used to initialize the 
message signing algorithms 

consd.certkey ${X509_USER_KEY} The path to the private key that is 
used to establish the communication 
with the LFC. This is the same key 
that is generically used to initialize 
the message signing algorithms. 

 
 
 

4.6.5.  Python consumer 
The Python consumer associates invocations of Python functions inside modules to the content of 

the incoming messages. To configure it, we must specify two directives for each kind of message 
that it has to process: the Python module to import and the name of the function. 



 

 

For each supported binding, we describe here the parameters that the given Python function must 
accept. 
 

Directive Default value Meaning 
consd.pyintfplugin.module_FileAvailable 

 
<empty string> The specified module is treated 

as if it were inserted in an import 
directive of Python 

consd.pyintfplugin.func_FileAvailable 
 

<empty string> The specified function is invoked 
when a FileAvailable notification 
has to be dispatched 

consd.pyintfplugin.module_FileDeleted 
 

<empty string> The specified module is treated 
as if it were inserted in an import 
directive of Python 

consd.pyintfplugin.func_FileDeleted 
 

<empty string> The specified function is invoked 
when a FileDeleted notification 
has to be dispatched 

consd.pyintfplugin.module_FileNotAvailable 
 

atlas_filenotifications The specified module is treated 
as if it were inserted in an import 
directive of Python 

consd.pyintfplugin.func_FileNotAvailable 
 

notifynotavailable The specified function is invoked 
when a FileNotAvailable 
notification has to be dispatched 

consd.pyintfplugin.module_AddReplica 
 

<empty string> The specified module is treated 
as if it were inserted in an import 
directive of Python 

consd.pyintfplugin.func_AddReplica 
 

<empty string> The specified function is invoked 
when a AddReplica notification 
has to be dispatched 

 
 
4.7.  Command line tools 
 
The SEMsg distribution includes some command line tools that can be used to send the various 

notifications, both for testing and also for production purposes. By now, all the command line tools 
share a common set of command line parameters, described here. The subsequent sections describe 
instead the command line parameters that are specific to each command. 
 
The command are all in the form: 
<command> <base parameters> <specific parameters> 
 
The base parameters are: 

• <URI>: Mandatory parameter. It’s the broker URI to send the messages to 
• [-t <topicname>]: Optional parameter. It specifies the topic to send messages to. 

Specifying both a topic name and a queue name is an error. 
• [-q <queuename>]: Optional parameter. It specifies the queue to send messages to. 

Specifying both a topic name and a queue name is an error. 
• [-n <numMsg>]: Optional parameter, useful for testing purposes only. The messages to be 

sent will be repeated <n> times. 
• [-d <log level>]: Optional parameter. Set the log level. Valid values are from 0 to 10. 

 



 

 

4.7.1.  SEMsg_SendACL 
Sends a SetACL notification, eventually as a bulk message containing more than one entry. 
Usage:  
SEMsg_SendACL <URI> [-t <topicname>] [-q <queuename>] [-n <numMsg>] <file1> 

<ACL1> ... <fileN> <ACLN> 
 where <file> is a filename and <ACL> is its full ACL in short format. 
 

4.7.2.  SEMsg_SendAddReplica 
 
Sends an AddReplica notification, eventually as a bulk message containing more than one entry. 
 
Usage: 
SEMsg_SendAddReplica <URI> [-t <topicname>] [-q <queuename>] [-n <numMsg>] <lfn> 

<guid> <mode> <size> <csumtype> <csumvalue> <server> <sfn> <status> <f_type> <poolname> 
<fs> 
 
The specific parameters <lfn> <guid> <mode> <size> <csumtype> <csumvalue> <server> <sfn> 

<status> <f_type> <poolname> <fs> are the same parameters of the corresponding AddReplica 
notification, already described. This 12-uple can be specified more than one time, in order to send 
this notification for more than one file at once. 
 

4.7.3.  SEMsg_SendChmod 
Sends a Chmod notification, eventually as a bulk message containing more than one entry. 
Usage:  
SEMsg_SendChmod <URI> [-t <topicname>] [-q <queuename>] [-n <numMsg>] <file1> 

<perm1> ... <fileN> <permN> 
 where <file> is a filename and <perm> is an integer in octal form. 
 
The specific parameters <file> <perm> are the same parameters of the corresponding Chmod 

notification, already described. This couple can be specified more than one time, in order to send 
this notification for more than one file at once. 
 
4.7.1.  SEMsg_SendDeleted 
Sends a FileDeleted notification, eventually as a bulk message containing more than one entry. 
 
Usage:  
 SEMsg_SendDeleted <URI> <filename> [-t <topicname>] [-q <queuename>] [-n <numMsg>] 

<file1> ... <fileN> 
 
The specific parameters <file> are the site filenames of the replicas of which we want to notify the 

deletion. This parameter can be specified more than one time, in order to send this notification for 
more than one file at once. 
 
 
4.7.2.  SEMsg_SendAvailable 
Sends a FileAvailable notification, eventually as a bulk message containing more than one entry. 



 

 

 
Usage:  
 SEMsg_SendAvailable <URI> <filename> [-t <topicname>] [-q <queuename>] [-n <numMsg>] 

<file1> ... <fileN> 
 
The specific parameters <file> are the same parameters of the corresponding FileNotAvailable 

notification, already described. This parameter can be specified more than one time, in order to send 
this notification for more than one file at once. 
 
 

4.7.3.  SEMsg_SendNotAvailable 
Sends a FileNotAvailable notification, eventually as a bulk message containing more than one 

entry. 
 
Usage:  
 SEMsg_SendNotAvailable <URI> <filename> [-t <topicname>] [-q <queuename>] [-n 

<numMsg>] <file1> ... <fileN> 
 
The specific parameters <file> are the same parameters of the corresponding FileNotAvailable 

notification, already described. This parameter can be specified more than one time, in order to send 
this notification for more than one file at once. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


